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As part of  the Georgia Professional Standards Commission (GaPSC), my 
role is to direct the educator preparation assessment program in Georgia as 
well as Title II. During this conference, we have been focusing on what and 
how educators will teach. One issue we are currently facing in Georgia is who 
will teach, as we have teacher shortages in certain critical fields. While we 
will continue to examine how to meet these future needs, I want to share with 
you how Georgia helps ensure the quality of  educators through its educator 
assessment program, provide a brief  overview of  the work of  the Alliance of  
Education Agency Heads’ Math/Science Task Force, and close with brief  
reflections on other presentations.  

Georgia Assessments for the Certifi cation of Educators

For educator certification, Georgia requires the Georgia Assessments for the 
Certification of  Educators®, or GACE®, which assesses content knowledge, 
basic skills, and computer skills, as well as pedagogy for those who have a 
related degree from a four-year institution and will be going right into the 
classroom. The GACE helps the GaPSC ensure that candidates have the 
knowledge and skills needed to perform as educators in Georgia public schools, 
and is aligned with state and national standards for educator preparation as 
well as new state standards for the P–12 curriculum. 

We have formed an external GaPSC Assessment Data Advisory Panel to 
review aggregate examinee performance on the GACE as well as data for each 
individual GACE assessment. Panel members are asked to analyze what the 
data represents, what it reveals, what questions emerge, how they should and 
should not be used, and their implications, and to make recommendations 
related to score setting and other methods of  improving the educator 
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assessment program as a whole. It is a diverse panel, with representatives from 
P–12 school systems, the Governor’s Office of  Student Achievement, the 
Georgia Department of  Education, the Board of  Regents of  the University 
System of  Georgia, Regional Education Service Agencies, and both public 
and private institutions of  higher education, all coming together to ensure the 
quality of  our educator assessment program. 

The beauty of  the GACE is that it is specifically aligned with the newly revised 
Georgia Performance Standards (GPS), which are the state standards for the 
P–12 curriculum. The GACE is designed to measure the minimal content 
knowledge of  what is taught in Georgia’s classrooms. Of  course, changes 
to standards do not just affect P–12 schools. Educator preparation program 
providers must align their programs with the GPS to help ensure candidates’ 
success with their learners in regard to content knowledge. Making these 
changes is a time-consuming process, but it all goes toward meeting those 
raised standards. No Georgia tax dollars were spent in the development of  the 
GACE, and each GACE assessment was created by a diverse representation 
of  educators across the state, all of  whom are experts in their respective 
fields. The GACE helps ensure that we get the best prepared educators in 
our classrooms and schools—all toward the bottom line of  optimal P–12 
learning.

Program Provider Summary Reports

For our educator assessment program, we worked collaboratively with 
Evaluation Systems (ES) to produce annual Program Provider Summary 
Reports. When we became an ES state, we originally planned on two summary 
reports—data by test and by assessment—allowing us to give pass-rate data 
at the test subarea and objective levels back to the institutions. However, 
we eventually requested additional reports, which include a program area 
summary and a three-year archival summary. Our program providers now, 
as an example, get to see not only how their candidates performed in math 
but also how they performed for each objective in math, as well as how their 
aggregate performance compares to the statewide average. Let me give another 
example to illustrate: the Early Childhood Education GACE assessment 
consists of  two tests. Test 1 includes the subareas of  reading and language arts 
and social studies; Test 2 includes mathematics and science. An institution 
receives data on program completers’ performance for each of  these content 
subareas within Early Childhood Education, along with all objectives covered 
in each content subarea, all with statewide comparisons. This includes data 
for each test within the assessment, as well as aggregate summaries of  all tests 
within an assessment. What are the benefits of  getting that level of  detail back 
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to program providers? Not only can providers know how their candidates 
perform on a given test or assessment as compared to other providers in the 
state and in relation to their other programs, but they also now have data 
to indicate if  they are adequately preparing candidates at the test-objective 
level. There is much demand for specific testing data to help guide program 
improvement. The GaPSC can now provide these data and do so in a format 
that can be submitted directly to accrediting agencies. 

Webinars

In order to help program providers use GACE data, the Faculty Resources 
section on the GACE Web site was expanded to include information about 
how to read and interpret the reports, as well as suggestions on what to do with 
the information. In addition, the GaPSC launched a series of  free Webinars 
designed to guide program provider administrators and faculty members in 
interpreting and using the summary reports to enhance their teacher education 
programs. These virtual meetings require program providers to simply call a 
number and access the Web site to receive the benefits of  instruction on how 
to interpret and use the summary reports. 

As an example, one suggestion shared by an institution during the Webinar 
was to conduct a syllabi audit on courses within each program to ensure 
the test content was included in the curriculum. The Webinars help provide 
institutions with the information they need to use the data. Additionally, it 
makes for great partnership building when program providers can collaborate 
with the other providers in the Webinar and share data with their own 
partners. It makes sense to share with P–12 partners how candidates are 
performing, especially with the schools at which candidates complete their 
field experiences. Also, with the reauthorization of  the Higher Education 
Act, there is an increased focus on partnerships between P–12 and higher 
education, which these Webinars support.

Math/Science Task Force

Regarding addressing teacher shortages in critical areas, Georgia is currently 
suffering a major shortage of  math and science teachers, which may worsen 
over the next few years due to our increasing population and lack of  educators 
highly qualified in these areas. The Georgia Department of  Education recently 
made changes to its curriculum, requiring four years of  math and science 
to graduate, and making its math curriculum more rigorous. To address the 
difference between the number of  qualified teachers we are now producing 
and the number we’re going to need, the Alliance of  Education Agency 
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Heads put together the Math/Science Task Force. Kelly Henson—executive 
secretary of  the GaPSC—led the task force, whose main goal was to explore 
reasonable ways to increase the number of  quality math and science teachers 
in Georgia. The task force made seven recommendations: (1) attracting new 
mathematics and science teachers with differentiated pay; (2) increasing 
elementary teachers’ mathematics and science endorsements; (3) creating an 
efficient alternative middle and high school preparation route; (4) creating 
adjunct faculty certification for high-needs subjects; (5) redirecting teacher 
scholarship loan funds; (6) increasing the number of  approved educator 
preparation science programs; and (7) improving teacher retention by 
designing and implementing an intensive new teacher induction program. 
More information about the work of  the task force is available on our Web 
site at www.gapsc.com. Those are some of  the initiatives on which Georgia is 
focusing to help attract, prepare, and ensure quality educators.  

During this conference, we have been fortunate to hear from so many talented 
educators who are leading the charge to make education in the twenty-first 
century what it needs to be. Each has made comments that have caused me to 
think about what, how, and who should teach.

Gene Wilhoit focused on the needed goals of  public education and the role 
that transformational leadership needs to play in future decision making, 
agenda setting, and development of  new models. Yong Zhao stated that we 
must cultivate skills and knowledge, and that because the world is changing 
quickly, the knowledge that we need to impart to our students now is different 
from what it once was. 

Steven Paine talked about transforming West Virginia’s schools through a 
twenty-first-century learning initiative called GLOBAL21, which maintains 
the teaching of  core subjects but incorporates new content areas and higher-
order thinking skills into core curriculum standards. Larry Rosenstock 
spoke on the importance of  giving every student—no matter what his or her 
socioeconomic situation—the opportunity to succeed by giving each of  them 
access to the best education and ensuring that there are great teachers in the 
classrooms to really meet those needs. Penny Earley discussed how we need 
to break away from the traditional structures of  the past in order to meet the 
new and different expectations of  the future. 

James Stigler discussed his work with the TIMSS videos, emphasizing how 
teaching is a cultural activity. He said that teachers need to shift the focus 
from what they do to how it will affect their students. In running licensure 
programs, he stated that we tend to act more like gatekeepers and questioned 
if  this is really good enough to move us forward. 
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Elizabeth Manchester and Jen Coose discussed the technology changes taking 
place in Maine, which have led to accountability in terms of  assessments, 
as well as ongoing professional development and provisions of  resources. 
Another outcome of  these changes has been the move from teacher isolation 
to collaboration. Hank Rubin likened the future of  scholarship to both a 
moving target and a moving archer, which is something to keep in mind for 
any authentic examination of  what, how, and who will teach in the twenty-
first century. 

I will close with a variation of  a favorite quote: “There are three kinds of  
educators: those who make things happen, those who watch things happen, 
and those who wonder what happened.” It is encouraging to see people 
working together to help educators make things happen for their students, 
their schools, and their communities.
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